International Gay Information Center
Ephemera - Subjects

AIDS (subject material unsorted as of 12/2003; organizations only included here)
- ACT UP see ACT UP Archive
- AIDES (FR)
- AMFAR (NYC) see also IGIC Poster collection
- APAL see AIDS Prevention Action League
- ARC/AIDS Vigil (SF)
- AREA see American Run for the End of AIDS
- L'ASPL Appel Homo Sida (BE)
- ActionAids (PA)
- Aid Atlanta (GA)
- Aid for AIDS (CA)
- AIDS Action Committee (MA)
- AIDS Action Council (DC)
- AIDS Action Foundation (DC)
- AIDS Action Network (DC)
- AIDS Action Now (ON)
- AIDS Action Pledge (SF)
- AIDS and Adolescents Network of New York (NYC)
- AIDS and ARC Switchboard
- AIDS and KS Research and Education Foundation (SF)
- The AIDS Benefit Committee of New Jersey (NJ)
- AIDS Center of Queens County (NYC)
- AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power see ACT UP
- AIDS Committee of Toronto (ON)
- AIDS Counseling and Assistance Program (CA)
- AIDS Emergency Fund (SF)
- The AIDS Health Project (SF)
- AIDS Interfaith Network (SF)
- AIDS Interfaith New York (NYC)
- AIDS Medical Foundation (NYC) see also IGIC Poster collection
- AIDS Memorial Forest (NYC)
- AIDS Political Action Network (SF)
- AIDS Prevention Action League (NYC)
- AIDS Prevention Project (SF)
- AIDS Project Hartford (CT)
- AIDS Project Los Angeles (CA) see also IGIC Poster collection
- AIDS Project New Haven (CT)
- AIDS Resource Center (NYC)
- AIDS Resource Center of Wisconsin (WI)
- AIDS Support Group (NYC)
- AIDS Task Force (PA)
- AIDS Task Force at Yale (CT)
- AIDS to End AIDS Committee (NYC)
- The AIDS Treatment Data Network (NYC)
- AIDS Treatment Registry (NYC)
- AIDS Vancouver (BC)
- AIDS Volunteers of Cincinnati (OH)
- Alliance for Inmates with AIDS (NYC)
- American Foundation for AIDS Research see AMFAR
- American Indian Community House HIV/AIDS Project (NYC)
  - see also IGIC Poster collection
- The American Run for the End of AIDS (NYC)
- Arkansas AIDS Foundation (AR)
- Art + (NYC)
- Artists for Community Life (SF) see also IGIC Poster collection
- Association of Nurses in AIDS Care (CA)
- Bailey House (NYC)
- The Bayview Hunter's Point Foundation (CA)
- Body Positive (NYC)
- Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS (NYC)
- The Brooklyn AIDS Task Force (NYC)
- CAP see Cascade AIDS Project
- CRI (NYC)
- Cascade AIDS Project (OR)
- The Castro Stops AIDS (SF)
- Catholic Charities AIDS/ARC program (SF)
- The Center / Long Beach (CA)
- Children's Quilt Project (CA)
- Citizens for Medical Justice (SF)
- Coalition for Health Reeducation (NYC)
- The Colorado AIDS Project (CO)
- Coming Home Hospice (SF)
- Community Health Coalition (SF)
- Community Research Initiative see CRI
- Cycle for Life (NYC)
- DAAIR (NYC)
- DAIR (SF)
- DIFFA (NYC) see also IGIC Poster collection
- Deutsche AIDS-Hilfe (GER)
- Emergency Coalition for Haitian Refugees (NYC)
- Face to Face (CA)
- The Family Link (SF)
- Federation of AIDS Related Organizations (NYC)
- GUTS see Gay Urban Truth Squad
- Gay Urban Truth Squad (TX)
- Godfather Service Fund (SF)
- God’s Love We Deliver (NYC)
- HEAL (NYC)
- Harvey Milk AIDS Education Fund (SF)
- The Healing Project (SF)
- Heartfelt (CA)
- Hispanic AIDS Forum (NYC)
- The Holiday Project (NYC)
- Hospice (SF)
- Housing Works (NYC)
- International AIDS Society (GER)
- International Society for Health and AIDS Alternative Research and Policies (DC)
- The Israeli AIDS Task Force (IS)
- Kaposi’s Sarcoma-AIDS Committee of Houston (TX)
- Kaposi’s Sarcoma Research and Education Foundation (SF)
- Lancaster AIDS Project (PA)
- Lesbian Insemination Project (SF)
- Life Support (SF)
- The Living Will Commission (NY)
- Long Island AIDS Project (NY)
- Long Island Association for AIDS Care (NY)
- Lower Manhattan AIDS Task Force (NYC)
- Minority Task Force on AIDS (NYC)
- Missoula AIDS Task Force (MT)
- Mobilization Against AIDS (SF)
- Momentum (NYC)
- Monroe County Health Unit-AIDS Education Project (FL)
- Mothers of AIDS Patients (CA)
- My God What a Beautiful Face Project (NYC)
- Names Project (SF, NYC)
- National AIDS Fund (DC)
- National AIDS Vigil (DC)
- National Alliance of State and Territorial AIDS Directors
- National Jewish AIDS Project (DC)
- New Mexico AIDS Services (NM)
- New York City AIDS Fund (NYC)
- Northern Lights Alternatives, Inc. (NYC)
- The Northwest AIDS Foundation (WA)
- Northwestern Connecticut AIDS Project (CT)
- National AIDS Network (dc)
- National AIDS Hotline (nyc)
- National Resource Center on Women and AIDS (DC)
- New York AIDS Action (NYC)
- New York AIDS Coalition (NYC)
- New York AIDS Network (NYC)
- Open Hand (SF)
- The Orion Institute (UT)
- Our Place (SF)
- PWA Coalition (NYC)
- The PWA Democratic Club (NYC)
- PWA Health Group (NYC)
- Palmetto AIDS Life Support Services of South Carolina (SC)
- Pediatric AIDS Foundation
- People for Truth
- People with AIDS - SF (SF)
- Philadelphia AIDS Task Force (PA)
- Pittsburgh AIDS Task Force (PA)
- Positive Action of New York (NYC)
- Project Achieve (NYC)
- Project Inform (SF)
- Provincetown AIDS Support Group (MA)
- Q Action (SF)
- RAM (NYC)
- Reno's Foundation (NYC)
- Revival (SF)
- SHEP (CA)
- San Diego AIDS Project (CA)
- The San Francisco AIDS Alternative Healing Project (SF)
- San Francisco AIDS Foundation (SF)
- The San Francisco AIDS Fund (SF)
- Sarasota AIDS Support (FL)
- Shanti Project (SF)
- Southern California Cares (CA)
- Stamp Out AIDS (NYC)
- Stand Together (SF)
- Stand Up! (NYC)
- Steps (SF)
- Stop AIDS Project (SF)
- Stop AIDS Now or Else (SF)
- Stop the Silence! AIDS Action Now
- TAG (NYC)
- Teen to Teen (NYC)
- Tidewater AIDS Crisis Taskforce (VA)
- Topeka AIDS Project (KS)
- Transformation Now (CA)
- Treatment Activists Group see TAG
- Union County AIDS Office (NJ)
- United for AIDS Action (NYC)
- Visual AIDS (NYC) See also Calendars (Oversize); Posters
- WAR (NYC)
- The Whole-Picture Project (SF)
- Willamette AIDS Resource Council (OR)
- Wipe Out AIDS! (NYC)
- Women and AIDS Coalition (NYC)

Abortion
Academia
see also Organizational files under Campus Groups, see also Bibliographies, Classes and Study Groups, Education, Lesbian and Gay Studies, Fraternities
Addiction see Substance Abuse
Adoption see also Parenting, Custody
"Adult" Bookstores see Sex Establishments
Advertising see also Gay and Lesbian Businesses, Media, IGIC Oversize carton
Advice Columns see also Landers, Ann and Van Buren, Abigail
Aesthetic Realism see also Psychology - "Curing Homosexuality"
Aging see Older Lesbians and Gay Men
Agitprop
Alabama see also Lesbian and Gay Pride
Alaska
Alcoholism see Substance Abuse
Anarchism see also ICIC Poster collection
Androgyny see also Boy George
Animals
Anthropology see also Cross-Cultural Perspectives
Anti-Lesbian and Gay Groups see Homophobia
Anti-Lesbian and Gay Violence see Bias Incidents, see also Violence, Self-defense, Police
Anti-Nuclear Movement
Architecture see also Johnson, Philip
Archives see also Libraries
Argentina
Arizona see also Lesbian and Gay Pride
Arkansas
Armed Forces see Military
Art
Art - The Nude
Art and AIDS see AIDS
Art Collectives - Gang (NYC) see IGIC Poster collection only
Art Exhibitions
- Group see also IGIC Poster collection
- Group (Gay Specific) see also IGIC Poster collection
- Queer Space (NYC)
Art Galleries
- The Basement (NYC)
- Hibbs Gallery and Visual Arts Center (NYC)
- Leslie Lohman (NYC)
- Rob Amsterdam (NYC)

Artists see also Individuals file

Arts Festivals see also Film Festivals, Theatre
  - The Glines - Gay American Arts Festival
  - Hot (NYC)
  - The Lesbian Summer Cultural Festival (NYC)
  - Outloud (NYC)
  - Queer Up North (UK)

Asexuality

Asian American Lesbians and Gays

Assault see Bias Incidents, see also Crime, Violence

Astrology

Australia see also Lesbian and Gay Pride, Subject file - New Zealand

Authors see Individuals file, see also Literature

Bands see Music

Bar Raids see also separate Bar "genre" for specific bars

Bars see also separate Bar "genre" for specific bars

Bashing see Bias Incidents

Bathhouses see Baths

Baths
  - Ansonia (NYC)
  - The Barracks (NYC)
  - The Barracks (ON) see also Canada
  - Big Top (NYC)
  - Broadway Arms (NYC)
  - Bull Dog Baths (SF)
  - The Club (ON) see also Canada
  - Club Bath Chain (all locations)
  - Colony Baths (NJ)
  - Continental Baths (NYC)
  - East Side Sauna (NYC)
  - Everard Baths (NYC)
  - Experiment 4
  - Liberty Baths (SF)
  - The Loading Zone
  - Man's Country (NYC)
  - Neptune Sauna (QU) see also Canada
  - Northern Men's Sauna (NYC)
  - Plato's Retreat (NYC)
  - The Richmond St. Health Emporium see also Canada
  - Roman Sauna Baths (ON)
- St. Marks Baths (NYC)
- The Sauna (NYC)
- The Silver Saddle Spa (CA)
- The Tubs (NYC)
- Vulcan Steam and Sauna (CA)
- Wall Street Sauna (NYC)

The Beat Generation see also Burroughs, William and Ginsberg, Allen
Bed and Breakfasts see Travel
Belgium
Bias Bills see Civil Rights, see also specific State and/or Municipality
Bias Violence see also Crime, Ku Klux Klan, Nonviolence, Self-defense, Sex Crimes and Bar file - Ramrod, see also IGIC Oversize carton
Bibliographies (Misc.) see also specific subject heading
Bisexuality see also Sex and Sexuality
Black Lesbians and Gay Men see African-American ...
Bloomsbury see also Woolf, Virginia
Bodybuilding see also Health Clubs
Bodywork (Misc.)
Bookstores (Misc.)
- L'Androgyne (Montreal)
- Chosen Books (Detroit)
- The Closet (Lancaster, PA)
- A Different Light (New York)
- Djuna Books (New York)
- Gay's the Word (London)
- Giovanni's Room (Philadelphia)
- Glad Day Bookshop (Toronto) see also Canada
- Lambda Rising (Washington)
- Lavender Menace (Edinburgh) subsequently West & Wilde
- Les Mots a la Bouche (Paris)
- Oscar Wilde (New York)
- La Papaya (New York)
- The Walt Whitman Bookshop (San Francisco)
- West and Wilde Bookshop (Edinburgh) previously Lavender Menace
- Womanbooks (New York)

"Boston" Marriages see Relationships
Boycotts see Coors Beer Boycott
Brazil
Briggs Initiative see California - Briggs Initiative
Business see Advertising, Fashion, Gay and Lesbian Businesses, Merchandise
Cabarets see Bar "genre" for specific cabarets
Calendars see separate "genre"
California see also Lesbian and Gay Pride
- Briggs Initiative
- Russian River see also IGIC Poster collection
- San Francisco see also Milk, Harvey, see also IGIC Poster collection
Camp Sister Spirit (MS)
Canada see also Lesbian and Gay Pride, Publishing - Periodicals - Body Politic
"Causes" of Homosexuality see Homosexuality, Causes of
Censorship see also Bookstores - Gays the Word, Bookstores - Glad Day Bookshop, Canada,
Publishing - Periodicals - Body Politic, United Kingdom
Central Intelligence Agency see also Discrimination, Employment
Child Custody see Custody
Children see Youth
Chile
China
Choruses see Music
Christopher Street (NYC) see New York City - Greenwich Village
Civil Disobedience
Civil Rights (Misc.) see also Discrimination, Law, and specific state and/or municipality
  - Federal (U.S.)
  - Federal (U.S.) - The Family Protection Act
  - State (U.S.) see specific state
Classes and Study Groups see also Academia, Bibliographies, Education, Lesbian and Gay Studies
Clubs and Discos see also Bar "genre" for specific clubs, see also Music - Disco
Colleges and Universities see Academia
Colombia
Colorado
Comedy see also Individuals file
  - Funny Gay White Males
  - Radical Lesbian Feminist Terrorist Comedy Group
Coming Out see also Parents (Straight)
  - National Coming Out Day see also National Gay Rights Advocates
Community Centers see also Organization files for specific centers
Computer Bulletin Boards
Conferences see also subject file under topic (i.e. Aging, History, Socialism, etc.)
  - Gay Men (Misc.) see also IGIC Poster collection
  - Lesbian (Misc.)
  - Lesbian and Gay (Misc.)
  - Amazon Autumn (NJ)
  - Among Men, Among Women (Amsterdam 1983)
  - Developing a Positive Gay-Lesbian Identity
  - Gay Academic Union see Organization file
  - Gay and Lesbian Press Association see Organization file
  - International Gay Camp (Europe)
  - International Gay Rights Congress (Edinburgh 1974)
  - Lesbian and Gay History Conference (Toronto 1982 & 1985)
  - National Conference on Gay and Lesbian Issues (IL)
- National Conference on Men and Masculinity
- National Gay Leadership Conference (Dallas 1982)
- National Lesbian/Gay Health Conference
- New England Gay Conference (1974 & 1975) see also IGIC Poster collection
- New York State Lesbian Conference
- Outwrite
- Pennsylvania Lesbian/Gay Conference (1975 & 1979)
- Powder Ridge (MA 1980) see also Socialism/Marxism
- Southeastern Conference of Lesbians and Gay Men see also IGIC Poster collection
- 10% of Those We Serve (NYC 1986-1989)
- Tidewater Lesbian/Gay Conference (VA)
- Towards a Politics of Sexuality (NYC 1982)
- We Are Everywhere (New York City 1992)

Connecticut
Consciousness Raising
Contests (Misc.) see also Leather, see also specific bars, see also IGIC Poster collection
Coors Beer Boycott
Counseling see Psychology
Couples see Relationships
Crime (Misc.) see also Bias Violence, Entrapment, Kidnapping, Man-Boy Love, Rape, Sex Crimes
Cross-Cultural Perspectives
Cross Dressing see Drag, Imperial Courts, Music - La Gran Scena Opera, Passing Women, Transsexualism, Transvestism
Cuba
Culture see also Art, Dance, Film, Poetry, Theatre, etc.
"Cures" for Homosexuality see Homophobia, Psychology
Custody see also Adoption, Parenting
Dance see also Individuals file, Theatre - The Glines
  - Misc. see also IGIC Poster collection
  - Les Ballets Trocadero de Karpova
  - Les Ballet Trockadero de Monte Carlo
  - Chippendales
  - Christopher Beck and Company
  - Maurice Bejart
  - Men Together see also IGIC Poster collection
  - Merce Cunningham
  - Trockadero Gloxinia Ballet Company see also IGIC Poster collection

Dance Classes
Dance Therapy see Bodywork
Dances, Misc. see also Parties, Misc. and Halloween
Dandies
Dating and Dating Services
Demonstrations
  see also subject heading for type of demonstration (i.e. Abortion, AIDS, Bias Incidents, etc.)
or organization files for organizers of demonstration, see also Film - Cruising, Film - Windows, Anita Bryant, Bar Raids, Baths, Nazism, Publishing - Periodicals - The Village Voice, etc., etc.
- Misc.
- Stonewall (27 June 1969, New York)
- “White Nights (21 May 1979, San Francisco) see Milk, Harvey
  - see also IGIC Poster collection
- National March for Lesbian and Gay Rights (15 July 1984, San Francisco)
- International March on the UN for Lesbian and Gay Freedom (30 Sept. 1984, New York)
- March on Washington for Lesbian, Gay and Bi Equal Rights and Liberation (25 April 1993), IGIC Oversize carton

Denmark
Deviance
Disabled Lesbians and Gay Men see Physically Challenged Lesbians and Gay Men
Discrimination, Misc. see also Civil Rights (Federal), Housing Discrimination, Job Discrimination, Military, Law, Privacy, Sexual Orientation Discrimination, Sodomy, Tax Discrimination and specific countries or states
Discos see Clubs and Discos
District of Columbia
Domestic Partnership see also specific locality
Domestic Violence
Drag
  see also Imperial Courts, Music - La Gran Scena Opera, Passing Women, Transsexualism, Transvestitism
Drugs see Substance Abuse
Education
  see also Academia, Bibliographies, Classes and Study Groups, Lesbian and Gay Studies, Teachers, Youth, IGIC Oversize carton
Egypt
Employment Discrimination see Job Discrimination
England see United Kingdom
Entrapment see also Police, Prostitution
Equal Rights Amendment see Women's Liberation Movement
Erotica see below, Pornography, S/M, Sex and Sexuality, Sex Establishments, Sex Parties, see also separate "genre" for actual erotica
Erotica, Lesbian see also Pornography, S/M, Sex and Sexuality, Sex Establishments, see also separate "genre" for actual erotica
Ethology see Human Ethology
Etymology see Language
Extortion
Families
see Adoption, Civil Rights, Coming Out, Custody, Domestic Partnership, Domestic Violence, Marriage, Parenting, Parents, Relationships, Youth

Family Protection Act see Civil Rights - Federal (U.S.)
Fashion see also Leather, Fashion Catalogs
Fashion Catalogs (Misc.)
- Ah Men (CA)
- International Male (CA) see also The Undergear Catalog
- Malepak (GA)
- Parr of Arizona (AZ)
- The Undergear Catalog (CA) see also International Male

Federal Bureau of Investigation see also Hoover, J. Edgar
Female Impersonation see Drag
Feminism see also Separatism, Women's Liberation
Festivals see Culture, Film, Music
Fetishes see also Leather, Piercing, Sex and Sexuality, Tattooing
Fiji
Film
see also Sex Establishments (i.e. "Porn" Theaters), see also Individual files for specific actors or directors, see also Erotica "genre" for porn films, Theatre - The Glines
- Misc.
- Abuse (1983)
- Agee
- Allegro Non Troppo
- American Gigolo (1980)
- ... And Justice for All (1979)
- Ann and Eve (1970)
- Another Country (1984)
- The Attendant
- Bad
- Ballot Measure Nine
- Basic Instinct
- Bedtime Stories (never made?)
- Before Stonewall (1985)
- Behind the Green Door - The Sequel
- The Best Way (1976)
- Bewildered Youth
- A Bigger Splash (1974)
- The Bitter Tears of Petra von Kant
- Boys in the Band (1970)
- Buddies (1985)
- Busting (1974)
- Butley (1974)
- Caligula (1980)
- Can't Stop the Music (1980)
- Ceremony (1974)
- The Choirboys (1977)
- Choosing Children
- Coming Out!
- The Consequence (1977)
- Coup de Grace (1978)
- Cruising (1980) see also Demonstrations
- The Curse of Fred Astaire
- Deathtrap (1982)
- The Deer Hunter (1979)
- Delirium
- Deliverance (1972)
- Depart to Arrive
- Desert Hearts (1986) see also IGIC Poster collection
- Different From the Others (1919)
- A Different Story (1978)
- El Diputado (1978)
- Dog Day Afternoon (1975)
- Dressed to Kill (1980)
- The Dresser (1983)
- Drifting (1983?)
- Dynasty (1977)
- An Early Frost
- Ernesto (1979)
- Facing Aids
- Fame (1980)
- The Fan (1981)
- Fear No Evil (1981)
- Female Misbehavior
- First Deadly Sin (1980)
- Flesh Gordon (1975)
- 491 (196?)
- The 4th Man (1983)
- Fox and His Friends (1975)
- Foxy Brown (1974)
- From the Lives of the Marionettes (1980)
- The Frontrunner (never made)
- Gay, Sober and Proud
- Glen or Glenda (1952)
- Good Times, Bad Times
- Greetings from Washington, D.C.
  see Demonstrations - National March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights (1979)
- Happy Birthday Gemini (1980)
- Heart Beat (1980)
- The Heretic
- The Homosexual Century
- The Hunger (1983)
- Husbands (1971)
- Imposters (1981)
- In a Year of 13 Moons (1980)
- Incredible Shrinking Woman (1981)
- The Incredibly True Adventure of Two Girls in Love (1995)
- It is Not the Homosexual Who is Perverse, But the Society in Which He Lives (1971)
- The Jail
- Jeanne Dielman
- Jeffrey
- Johnny Minotaur (1971)
- Last Call at Maud's
- The Last Metro (1980)
- The Laughing Policeman (1973)
- The Legend of the Lone Ranger
- Let's Face It, C'est la Vie (1978)
- Lianna (1983)
- Lola (1982)
- Love Child (1982)
- Loyalties (1987)
- Ludwig (1972)
- Making Love (1982) see also IGIC Poster collection
- Man of the Year (1996)
- The Man Who Lived at the Ritz (1983?)
- Marathon Man (1976)
- Marriage of Maria Braun (1978)
- Maurice (1987)
- Menage
- Midnight Express (1977)
- Minority (1968)
- Mishima see IGIC Poster collection only
- The Missionary (1982)
- Montreal Main (1980)
- The Naked Civil Servant
- Natas es Satan (1978)
- Night Zoo
- Nighthawks (1979)
- Nijinsky (1980)
- Norman...Is That You? (1976)
- Nosferatu The Vampyre
- Nuts
- Once Bitten
- The One and Only (1978)
- Our Time
- Outrageous (1977)
- Parting Glances (1986)
- Partners (1982)
- Paule Paulander (1978)
- Penitentiary (1980)
- Personal Best (1982)
- Phantom of the Paradise (1975)
- The Picture of Dorian Gray
- Pink Flamingos (1972)
- Pink Triangles (1982)
- Pixote (1981)
- Polyester
- A Position of Faith
- Pouvoir Intime
- The Private Files of J. Edgar Hoover (1978)
- Psycho II (1982)
- Que Viva Mexico!
- Race d'Ep (1982)
- Raw
- Razor in the Flesh (1974)
- Red Love (1983)
- Red Ribbons (1994)
- Rights and Reactions (1988)
- The Ritz (1976)
- The Road Warrior (1981)
- The Rocky Horror Picture Show (1976)
- The Rose (1978)
- The Rose King (1986)
- Salo, or the 120 Days of Sodom (1975)
- Sartre par Lui-meme (1982)
- Saturday Night at the Baths (1975)
- Scum (1980)
- Sebastiane (1976)
- The Secret Life of Tyrone Power (1977)
- Seduction
- Sex (1972)
- Sex Is
- The Shining
- Short Eyes (1977)
- Silkwood (1983)
- Soldier Girls
- A Special Day (1977)
- Spetters (1981)
- Squeeze
- Staircase (1969)
- Stroszek (1977)
- Subway to the Stars (1988)
- Summer Paradise (1978)
- Sunday, Bloody Sunday (1971)
- Super 8 1/2
- Suspira
- TLC: A Year With a Leather Club
- Take One (1977)
- Taxi Zum Klo (1980) see also IGIC Poster collection
- Tenderness of the Wolves (1973)
- This Is the Army (1943)
- The Times of Harvey Milk (1985)
- To an Unknown God (1977)
- To Forget Venice (1979)
- Too Outrageous (1987)
- Tootsie (1982)
- Torch Song Trilogy
- The Trials of Oscar Wilde (1981)
- The Truck (1977)
- True Confessions (1981)
- Urinal
- Valentino (1977)
- Vera
- Veronika Voss (1982)
- A Very Natural Thing (1973)
- Victor/Victoria (1982)
- Victory March (1983)
- Voices From the Front (1992)
- Vortex (1982)
- Waiting for the Moon
- We Are
- Windows (1980)
- Wise Blood
- Witches and Faggots, Dykes and Poofers (1978)
- Wonderland see also IGIC Poster collection
- Word Is Out (1977)
- Wounded Man (1983)
- Zero Patience
- Zorro, the Gay Blade (1981)

Film Festivals
- American Gay Film Tour (1988)
- Boston Premiere Gay and Lesbian Film Festival (1984)
- First American Gay Film Festival (DC 1973)
- Gay Filmfestival (Vienna 1988)
- Gluren in't Donker Flikker Filmfestival (Amsterdam 1978)
- Key West International Gay Film & Book Festival (FL) see Florida - Key West
- London Lesbian and Gay Film Festival (1996)
- New York Lesbian and Gay Experimental Film/Video Festival (NYC 1987-1995)
- New York Lesbian and Gay Film Festival (NYC 1980-1995)
  - see also IGIC Poster collection
- San Francisco International Lesbian and Gay Film Festival (1980-1989) see also

Organizational Files - Frameline
Finland
Fire Island see New York State
Fist Fucking see Sex and Sexuality
Fitness Centers see Health Clubs
Florida see also Bryant, Anita
- Key West see also IGIC Poster collection

Foreskin
Foster Care see Parenting
France
Fraternities
Friends see Relationships
Fucking see Sex and Sexuality
Fundraising (Misc.)
Funerals see Obituaries and Memorials
Games and Toys (non-sexual)
Gay and Lesbian Pride see Lesbian and Gay Pride
Gay and Lesbian Businesses
  see also Advertising, Fashion, Media, Merchandise, Travel see also IGIC Poster collection
  - Misc.
  - Atlas Savings & Loan (SF)
  - Chamberlain & Associates (NYC)
  - Christopher Street Financial (NYC)
  - Christopher's End (NYC)
  - The Gay Coffeehouse (NYC)
  - Lavender Horizons (MA)
  - Shocking Gray (TX)

Gay Bob Doll see Games and Toys
Gay Games see also Sports
  I (San Francisco 1982) see also IGIC Poster collection
II (San Francisco 1986)
III (Vancouver 1990)
IV (New York 1994)
see also Lesbian and Gay Pride, see also IGIC Poster collection, IGIC Oversize carton
V (Amsterdam 1998)
Gay Guides see separate "genre" for Lesbian and Gay Guides
Gay Liberation see also Demonstrations - Stonewall, IGIC Oversize carton
Gay Pride see Lesbian and Gay Pride
Gay Rights Bills see Civil Rights, see also State and/or Municipality
Georgia
Germany see also The Holocaust, Lesbian and Gay Pride, Nazism
Great Britain see United Kingdom
Greece
Greenwich Village see New York City - Greenwich Village
Guatemala
Guidebooks see separate "genre"
Gyms see Health Clubs/Gyms
Halloween see also IGIC Poster collection
Hanky Codes
Hawaii
Health (Misc.) see also AIDS, Conferences, Poppers, Safe Sex
- Amoebas
- Hepatitis B
- Herpes
- Sexually Transmitted Diseases (Misc.)
Health Clubs/Gyms see also IGIC Poster collection
Higher Education see Academia
Hispanic American Lesbians and Gays see Latin American ...
History
see also Conferences, Holocaust, Lesbian and Gay Studies, Passing Women,
see also IGIC Poster collection
Holocaust see also Germany, History, Nazism, Theatre - Bent
Homophobia (Misc.) see also Individuals file, Aesthetic Realism, Bias Violence, Civil Rights,
Demonstrations, Discrimination, Military, Nazism, Police, etc.
- Christian see also Individuals file (Anita Bryant, Jerry Falwell, etc.)
- see also Organization file for Moral Majority, see also IGIC Poster collection
- Jewish
Homosexuality (Misc.) see also Gay Liberation, IGIC Oversize carton
Homosexuality, Causes of, see also Psychology
Homosexuality, "Cures" for, see Homophobia, Psychology
House Parties see Parties, Misc.
Housing Discrimination see also Civil Rights - Federal
Human Ethology
Humor see also IGIC Oversize carton
Idaho
Identity see also Bisexuality, Conferences, Dandies, Lesbianism (Misc.), Men and Masculinity, Psychology, Relationships, Sex Roles
Illinois see also Lesbian and Gay Pride
Immigration
Imperial Courts see also Drag, Transvestism
India
Indiana see Lesbian and Gay Pride
Iran
Ireland
Israel see also Religion - Judaism
Italy
Japan see also Lesbian and Gay Pride, Theatre - Japan
Jewish Lesbians and Gays see Religion - Judaism, see also Homophobia - Jewish
Job Discrimination
Journalism see Media
Judiciary see Legal
Kansas
Kentucky
Kenya
Kidnapping see also Man-Boy Love, Sex Crimes
Ku Klux Klan see also Nazism
Labor Unions see Unions
Language
Latin American Lesbians and Gays
Law see also Civil Rights, Discrimination, Privacy, Sodomy and specific state
Leather
see also S/M, Sex and Sexuality, Sex Clubs, Sex Parties see also Erotica "genre" especially for catalogs, see also IGIC Poster collection
Legal see Law
Lesbian and Gay Businesses see Gay and Lesbian Businesses
Lesbian and Gay Pride
(Alabama, Arizona, Australia, California, Canada, Germany, Illinois, Indiana, Japan, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Sweden, Texas, United Kingdom, Washington, Wisconsin), see also IGIC Poster collection (NYC, Seatle, Syracuse)
Lesbian and Gay Studies see also Academia, Bibliographies, Classes and Study Groups, Education
Lesbian Feminism see Feminism
Lesbian Guides see separate "genre" for Lesbian and Gay Guides
Lesbian Pulp Novels
Lesbianism (Misc.) see also Conferences, Gay Liberation, History, Separatism, Women's Liberation
Libraries see also Archives
Libya
Linguistics see Language
Literature see also Conferences - Outwrite, Lesbian Pulp Novels
Louisiana see also Lesbian and Gay Pride
Maine
Man-Boy Love see also Crime, Kidnapping, Rape, Sex Crimes
Marches see Demonstrations, Lesbian and Gay Pride
Marketing see Advertising
Marriage see also Hawaii, Relationships
Marxism see Socialism/Marxism
Maryland
Masculinity see Men and Masculinity
Masochism see S/M
Massachusetts see also Lesbian and Gay Pride
- Boston see also Scontras, David
- Provincetown see also Lesbian and Gay Guides
Massage see Bodywork
Masturbation see also Sex and Sexuality
Media see also Advertising, Film, Publishing, Video
Memorial Services see Obituaries, Memorial Services, etc.
Men and Masculinity
- see also Conferences, Dandies, Identity, Psychology, Relationships, Sex Roles and the IGIC Poster Collection
Mental Health see Psychology
Merchandise see also Erotica "genre", Gay and Lesbian Businesses, see also IGIC Poster collection
Mexico see also IGIC Poster Collection
Michigan see also Lesbian and Gay Pride, Music Festivals - Michigan Womyn's Music Festival
Military
- Misc. see also IGIC Oversize carton
- Air Force see also Matlovich, Leonard and Newak, Joanne
- Army see also Watkins, Perry
- Marine Corps
- Navy see also Berg, Vernon
- Veterans
Minnesota see also Lesbian and Gay Pride
Mississippi see also Camp Sister Spirit
Missouri
Models and Modeling
Montana
Morocco
Murder see also Bias Violence, Crime, Sex Crimes and Bar file - Ramrod, Harvey Milk
Music (Misc.) see also Individual files, see also IGIC Poster collection
- Big Apple Corps (NYC)
- The Choral Majority (SF)
- Counterpoint (ON)
- Dick Kramer Gay Men's Chorale (SF)
- Disco Kazoo and Tambourine Marching Band (NYC) see also IGIC Poster collection
- Giant Apple Yazoo Liberty Marching Band (NYC)
- La Gran Scena Opera (NYC)
- Lavender Light: The Black and People of All Colors Lesbian and Gay Gospel Choir (NY)
- Lesbian and Gay Bands of America (CA/DC)
- Mens' Chorus of Orange County (CA)
- Montrose Symphonic Band (TX)
- The New York City Gay Men's Chorus see IGIC Archives Organization Series
- The New York Women's String Band (NY)
- The Philadelphia Gay Men's Chorus (PA)
- Portland Gay Men's Chorus (OR)
- San Diego's Finest City Freedom Band (CA)
- San Francisco Gay Freedom Day Marching Band & Twirling Corps (SF)
- San Francisco Gay Men's Chorus (SF)
- San Francisco Lesbian/Gay Chorus (SF)
- Seattle Men's Chorus (WA)
- The Stonewall Chorale (NYC)
- Windy City Gay Chorus (IL)

Music - Disco
Music - Groups (Misc.)
  - Casselberry-Dupree
  - Danitra Vance and the Debbies
  - The Flirtations see also Callen, Michael
  - Queen
  - The Rolling Stones see also Jagger, Mick
  - Romanovsky & Phillips
  - Sweet Honey in the Rock
  - The Village People see also IGIC Poster collection
  - Y'all

Music Festivals
  - Men's (Misc.)
  - Women's (Misc.)
  - Come Out and Sing Together! (NYC)
  - Gay Composers Concert Series (NYC) see also IGIC Poster collection
  - Michigan Womyn's Music Festival (MI)
  - Outmusic (NYC) see also IGIC Poster collection
  - Sisterfire (DC)

Narcotics see Substance Abuse
National Coming Out Day see Coming Out
Native American Lesbians and Gay Men
Nazism see also Germany, History, The Holocaust, Ku Klux Klan, Theatre - Bent
Neo-Nazis see Nazism
The Netherlands
Nevada
New Hampshire  
New Jersey see also Conferences  
New Mexico see Lesbian and Gay Pride  
New York City see also Lesbian and Gay Pride, Individual files, IGIC Oversize carton  
- Misc.  
New York City (Government) see also Individual files  
- Misc.  
- Commission on Human Rights  
- Gay Rights Bill (1971-1986) see also IGIC Poster collection  
New York Public Library  
New York State see also Conferences, Lesbian and Gay Pride, see also IGIC Poster collection  
- Misc.  
- Fire Island see also Lesbian and Gay Guides  
- March on Albany for Lesbian and Gay Rights (12 Apr. 1980)  
New York State (Government) see also Individual files  
- Misc.  
- Division of Human Rights  
- Governor's Task Force on Gay Issues  
- State Liquor Authority  
The New York Times  
New Zealand see also Australia  
Nonviolence  
North Carolina  
Nudism  
Ohio see also Lesbian and Gay Pride  
Oklahoma  
Older Lesbians and Gay Men  
Oregon  
Outing  
Paraguay  
Parenting see also Adoption, Custody, Youth  
Parents (Lesbian or Gay)  
Parents (Straight) see also Coming Out, IGIC Oversize carton  
Parties, Misc. see also Dances, Halloween, see also IGIC Poster collection  
Parties, Sex see Sex Parties  
Passing Women  
Pederasty see Kidnapping, Man-Boy Love, Sex Crimes  
Pedophilia see Kidnapping, Man-Boy Love, Sex Crimes  
Pennsylvania see also Conferences, Lesbian and Gay Pride  
Performance Art (Misc.) see also Individuals file, Theatre  
Philately  
Philippines  
Phone Sex  
Photography (Misc.) see also Individuals file, see also separate Photographs "genre" for actual
photographs
Physically Challenged Lesbians and Gay Men
Piercing
Poetry (Misc.) see also Individuals file, Theatre - The Glines, see also IGIC Poster collection
- Open Lines (NYC) see also IGIC Poster Collection
Poland
Police see also Bar Raids, Bias Violence, Crime, Demonstrations, Entrapment, Prostitution, etc.
Politicians see Individuals file
Politics see Civil Rights (Misc.) and specific nation, state and/or municipality, see also Individuals file
Poppers
Porn Theatres see Sex Establishments
Pornography see also Sex and Sexuality, Sex Establishments, Sex Parties, and Erotica, Lesbian, see also separate Erotica "genre" for actual pornography
Pride see Lesbian and Gay Pride
Prison
Privacy
Prostitution
Psychology
see also Identity, Men and Masculinity, Relationships, Sex Roles, Suicide and Homosexuality, Causes of
- Counseling Services
- "Curing Homosexuality" see also Aesthetic Realism
Public Sex see also Nudism, Sex Establishments, Sex Parties
Publishing see also Advertising, Lesbian Pulp Novels, Media, Poetry
- Misc.
- Misc. (German)
- AMS Press (NYC)
- Amazon Reality (OR)
- Alyson Publications (MA)
- Another Orbit Press (Bob Mellors) (UK)
- Arno Press (NYC)
- Ashley Books (NY)
- Basement Press (IR)
- Bob Mellors see Another Orbit Press
- Bookazine Co. (NYC)
- Books Bohemian (CA)
- C.J. Scheiner (NYC)
- Calamus Books see Gay Presses of New York
- Carrier Pigeon (MA)
- Cassell Publishing (NYC)
- Century Book Club (CA)
- Cleis Press (MN)
- The Crossing Press (NY)
- Daughters, Inc. (VT)
- Dedham Potter (RI)
- Deskins & Greene Antiquarians (NJ)
- Diana Press (MD)
- Dorian Book Service (SF)
- Eden Cross (NETH)
- Envoy Press (IL)
- Falling Wall Press (UK)
- Fire Island Press see Lavender Press
- Elysian Fields (NY) see also Fisher, George
- First Things First - Books for Women (DC)
- Gay Lib Book Service (SF)
- Gay Men's Press (UK)
- Gay Presses of New York (NYC)
- Gay Presses of New York
- Gay Sunshine Press (SF)
- The Greek God (GA)
- Guild Book Service (DC)
- H. R. Weitzer's Book Service (NYC)
- Harrington Park Press see Haworth Press
- Haworth Press (NYC)
- Hay House (CA)
- I. Stormgart (MA)
- Indiana University Press (IN)
- JH Press see Gay Presses of New York
- Kellybooks (LA)
- Kitchen Table Press (NY)
- Knights Press (CT)
- The Lambda Book Club (NJ)
- Lavender Press (CA)
- Los Hombres Press see Lavender Press
- McClintock Books (OH)
- The Main Street Press (NJ)
- Manroot (SF)
- The Naiad Press (NV)
- New American Library (NYC)
- New Ways Ministry Publications (MD)
- Old Lady Blue Jeans (MA)
- Outright Books (FL)
- Pagan Press (NYC)
- Paths Untrodden Book Service (NYC)
- Persona Press (SF)
- QQ Publishing Co. (NYC)
- R. P. van Why Books (NYC)
- Rising Tide Press (NY)
- Scholarly Resources (DE)
- The Seahorse Press see Gay Presses of New York
- Spartacus (NETH)
- St. Martin's Press (NYC)
- Towson Books
- Triangle Classics
- Twelvetrees Press (CA)
- University of Chicago Press (IL)
- Urania Manuscripts (CA)
- Womanpress (IL)

Publishing - Directories see also separate "genre" for actual directories
- Best Guide (NETH)
- Colorful People and Places (SF)
- Community Guide (MA)
- Gaia's Guide (NYC)
- Gay Areas Telephone Directory (SF)
- Gay Communities Directory (SF)
- Gay/Lesbian Events (IL)
- The Gay Yellow Pages (NYC) see also IGIC Poster collection
- Homosexual National Classified Directory (CA)
- Italia Gay (IT)
- Key International Guide (FL)
- Lesbian & Gay Holiday Resource Directory (NYC)
- Places of Interest
- Sparatacus see Publishing - Sparatacus above
- Teleguide (SF)
- Triangle Times Directory (CA)

Publishing - Periodicals see also Periodicals Collection
- Misc. A-G see also IGIC Poster collection
- Misc. H-N
- Misc. O-Z
- The Advocate (CA)
- Body Politic (ON)
- Gay Books Bulletin (NYC)
- Gay Community News (MA)
- Gaysweek (NYC)
- Out (NYC)
- The Village Voice (NYC)

Puerto Rico

Questionnaires, Misc. see also specific topics i.e. Older lesbians and Gay Men, Psychology, Relationships, Sex and Sexuality, etc.

Race and Racism see also African American Lesbians and Gay Men

Radio
- Misc.
- Fruit Punch Collective see Radio - KPFA
- Gay Radio Collective
- Gay Spirit
- Intergay Broadcasting see Radio - WBAI
- KPFA (Berkeley)
- KPFK (Universal City, CA)
- KPFT (Houston)
- WBAI (New York) see also Periodicals - Folio

Rape see also Man-Boy Love, Sex Crimes

Relationships see also Dating and Dating Services, Domestic Partnership, Domestic Violence, Parenting, Parents, Sex and Sexuality

Religion see also Homophobia - Christian, Homophobia - Jewish

Religion - Misc.
Religion - The American Church (NYC)
Religion - Associated Independent Ministries (FL) see also Periodicals - Ken's Friends
Religion - Baptist
- Baptist - American Baptists Concerned (CA)
- Baptist - Agape Mission to Baptists (AZ)

Religion - Brethren
- Brethren - Brethren/Mennonite Council for Gay Concerns (DC)

Religion - The Brotherhood (TX)

Religion - Catholicism
- Catholicism - Catholic Charities (NYC)
  Catholicism - Catholic Christian Church (CA)
  see also Periodicals - Catholic Streets Ministry
- Catholicism - Catholic Coalition for Gay Civil Rights (NYC)
- Catholicism - Catholic Community of St. John the Beloved (SF)
- Catholicism - Catholics for Gay Rights (MI)
- Catholicism - Community of St. Jude (NYC)
- Catholicism - Community of the Love of Christ (SF)
- Catholicism - Concerned Gay Refugees from Catholic Seminaries (NYC)
- Catholicism - Conference for Catholic Lesbians (NJ)
- Catholicism - Dignity/Baltimore (MD)
  - see also Periodicals - Dignity/Baltimore Newsletter
- Catholicism - Dignity/Big Apple (NYC)
- Catholicism - Dignity/Boston (MA)
- Catholicism - Dignity/Brooklyn (NYC) see also Periodicals - The Bridge and Insight
- Catholicism - Dignity/Buffalo (NY)
- Catholicism - Dignity/Central Ohio (OH)
- Catholicism - Dignity/Central Pennsylvania (PA) see also Periodicals - The Keystone
- Catholicism - Dignity/Chicago (IL)
- Catholicism - Dignity/Cincinnati (OH)
- Catholicism - Dignity/East Coast Chapters
- Catholicism - Dignity/Hartford (CT) see also Periodicals - The Good Word
- Catholicism - Dignity/Jersey City (NJ)
- Catholicism - Dignity/Los Angeles (CA) see also Periodicals - Freeway/LA
- Catholicism - Dignity/Metropolitan New Jersey (NJ) see also Periodicals - Ichthus
- Catholicism - Dignity/Miami (FL)
- Catholicism - Dignity/MV (MA)
- Catholicism - Dignity/National see also Periodicals - Dignity
- Catholicism - Dignity/New York (NYC) see also Dignity/NY/NJ
  see also Periodicals - Calendar, see also IGIC Poster collection
- Catholicism - Dignity/New York - The Defenders MC (NYC)
- Catholicism - Dignity/NY/NJ (NYC) see also Dignity/New York
- Catholicism - Dignity/Region I (MA)
- Catholicism - Dignity/San Francisco (SF) see also Periodicals - Bridges
- Catholicism - Dignity/San Jose-Santa Clara (CA)
- Catholicism - Dignity/Seattle (WA)
- Catholicism - Dignity/Suffolk (NY) see also Periodicals - The Sound
- Catholicism - Dignity/Tri-Cities (MI)
- Catholicism - Dignity/Washington (DC)
- Catholicism - Dignity Hospital Ministry (SF)
- Catholicism - Dignity-Integrity Rochester (NY)
- Catholicism - Emmaus House (NYC)
- Catholicism - Lesbian and Gay Catholics (NYC)
- Catholicism - Most Holy Redeemer Parish (SF)
- Catholicism - National Center for Gay Ministry (WI)
- Catholicism - New Ways Ministry (MD)
  see also Catholic Coalition for Gay Rights and Sisters in Gay Ministry Associated, see also Periodicals - Bondings
- Catholicism - St. Joseph's (NYC)
- Catholicism - Sisters in Gay Ministry Associated (MD) see also New Ways Ministry

Religion - Centre du Christ Liberateur (FR)
Religion - Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
Religion - Christian Science
Religion - Christianity (Misc.)
Religion - Church of the Beloved Disciple (NYC) see also Periodicals - Via and The American Catholic Spirit
  - Church of the Beloved Disciple - Oblate Companions of St. John (NYC)
Religion - Committee of Friends on Bisexuality (NYC)
Religion - Community of Jesus Our Brother (SF)
Religion - Continence Church (NYC)
Religion - Council on Homosexuality and Religion (MAN)
Religion - Council on Religion and the Homosexual (SF)
Religion - Eastern Orthodox - Axios (NYC)
Religion - Episcopal see also Organization files for the George W. Henry Foundation
  - Episcopal - The Cathedral of St. John the Divine (NYC)
- Episcopal - Dignity-Integrity Rochester see Dignity
- Episcopal - Integrity - Campaign for a Free Future (CA,NYC)
- Episcopal - Integrity - Fund for Integrity (NYC)
- Episcopal - Integrity - Albany (NY)
- Episcopal - Integrity - Cincinnati (OH)
- Episcopal - Integrity - Dallas/Ft. Worth (TX)
- Episcopal - Integrity - Denver (CO)
- Episcopal - Integrity - Hartford (CT) see also Periodicals - Integrity Informer
- Episcopal - Integrity - Houston (TX)
- Episcopal - Integrity - Los Angeles (CA)
- Episcopal - Integrity - Miami (FL)
- Episcopal - Integrity - Minneapolis (MN)
  see also Periodicals - Ttwointegrity and Dignity- Integrity
- Episcopal - Integrity - International (National) (DC)
- Episcopal - Integrity - New York (NYC)
  see also Periodicals - Integrity/New York Newsletter (later Outlook) and Integrity News & Notes
- Episcopal - Integrity - Northeast Region
- Episcopal - Integrity - Rochester
- Episcopal - Integrity - Washington (DC)
- Episcopal - Integrity - Western Region
- Episcopal - Integrity - Epiphany (CA)
- Episcopal - The Jim Perry Defense Fund Appeal (ON)
- Episcopal - The Parsonage (SF) see also Periodicals - The Parsonage News
- Episcopal - Trinity Episcopal Church (SF)
- Evangelicals Concerned see also Periodicals - Record and Review
- Gay and Lesbian Inter-Religious Coalition (NYC)
- Religion - The Gay Men's Christian Alliance (NYC)
- Religion - Glide Foundation (SF)
- Religion - Interfaith Council for Human Rights (DC)
- Religion - The Inter-Religious Celebration Committee (NYC)
- Religion - Jehovah's Witness
  - Jehovah's Witness - Sanctity (NYC)
- Judaism (Misc.) see also Israel
  - Judaism - Bet Mishpachah (DC) see also Periodicals Bet Mishpachah
  - Judaism - Beth Ahavah (Philadelphia) (PA)
  see also Periodicals - Congregation Beth Ahavah
  - Judaism - Beth Chai (NY)
  - Judaism - Beth Chayim Chadashim (Los Angeles) (CA)
  see Periodicals - Beth Chayim Chadashim Newsletter and G'Vanim
  - Judaism - Congregation Beth Simchat Torah (New York) (NYC)
  see also Periodicals - Gay Synagogue News, see IGIC Photograph Collection
  - Judaism - Congregation B'nai Jeshurun (New York) (NYC)
  - Judaism - Congregation Etz Chaim (FL)
- Judaism - Gay Jewish Revolutionary Caucus (NYC)
- Judaism - Jewish Gay Group (UK)
- Judaism - Jewish Young Gays and Lesbians (NYC)
- Judaism - Jews for Racial and Economic Justice (NYC)
- Judaism - Metropolitan Community Synagogue see Congregation Etz Chaim
- Judaism - New Jewish Agenda (NYC)

Religion - Lambda Christian Fellowship (CA)
Religion - Lesbian and Gay Christian Movement (UK)
    see also Periodicals - Creating the Future Together
Religion - The Lesbian and Gay Interfaith Council of Minnesota (MN)
Religion - The Loving Companions Project (NYC)
Religion - Lutheran
    - Lutherans Concerned see also Periodicals - Lutherans Concerned and The Gay Lutheran
    - Lutheran - Lutherans for Lesbian and Gay Concerns (NYC)
        see also Periodicals - same name
    - Lutheran - Reformation (NYC)
    - Lutheran - Wingspan (MN)

Religion - Marantha/Riversiders for Lesbian/Gay Concerns (NYC)
    see also Periodicals - Marantha Newsletter
Religion - Mennonite see Religion - Brethren
Religion - Methodist
    - Methodist - Affirmation (NYC)
    - Methodist - United Methodist Gay Caucus (MO)
    - Methodist - Washington Square Church (NYC) see also Periodicals - same name

Religion - Metropolitan Community Church - Albany (NY)
    see also Periodicals - Sharing the Good News
    - Metropolitan Community Church - Birmingham (AL)
    - Metropolitan Community Church - Boston (MA)
    - Metropolitan Community Church - Chicago (IL)
    - Metropolitan Community Church - Detroit (MI) see also Periodicals - The Way
    - Metropolitan Community Church - Ft. Lauderdale (FL)
    - Metropolitan Community Church - Hartford (CT)
    - Metropolitan Community Church - Houston (TX)
    - Metropolitan Community Church - Jacksonville (FL)
        see also Periodicals - Gay Community News and Calendar and Community News Calendar
    - Metropolitan Community Church - Joplin (MO)
    - Metropolitan Community Church - Key West (FL)
    - Metropolitan Community Church - Lancaster (PA)
        see also Periodicals - Freedom and New Freedom
    - Metropolitan Community Church - Miami (FL)
    - Metropolitan Community Church - Minneapolis (MN)
    - Metropolitan Community Church - National Office (CA)
        see also Periodicals - In Unity and Journey
- Metropolitan Community Church - Greater New Orleans (LA)
- Metropolitan Community Church - New York (Brooklyn) (NYC)
  see also Periodicals - A O Vision
- Metropolitan Community Church - New York (Harlem) (NYC)
- Metropolitan Community Church - New York (Hispana) (NYC)
  see also Periodicals - Gay Hispano
- Metropolitan Community Church - New York (Manhattan) (NYC)
- Metropolitan Community Church - Northeast Region
- Metropolitan Community Church - Orlando (FL)
- Metropolitan Community Church - Philadelphia (PA)
  see also Periodicals - The Bellringer
- Metropolitan Community Church - Phoenix (AZ)
- Trinity Metropolitan Community Church - Riverside (CA)
- Metropolitan Community Church - Sacramento (CA)
- Metropolitan Community Church - San Francisco (SF)
- Metropolitan Community Church - Santa Ana (CA)
- Metropolitan Community Church - Sarasota (FL)
- Metropolitan Community Church - Toldeo (OH)
- Metropolitan Community Church - Washington (DC)
- Metropolitan Community Church - Washington Office (DC)
  see also Periodicals - A New Day, Gays on the Hill and CCSA: Meeting Human Needs
- Metropolitan Community Church - Wichita (KS) see also Periodicals - The Sower

Religion - Mormonism
Religion - Neighborhood Church (NYC)
Religion - Other Sheep (MO)
Religion - Pentecostal Coalition for Human Rights (DC) see also Periodicals - Pentecostal Coalition
Religion - The People's Church (NYC)
Religion - Presbyterian
  - Presbyterian - Circle of More Light (NYC)
    see also Periodicals - More Light, see also below
  - Presbyterians for Lesbian/Gay Concerns
    see also Periodicals More Light and PGE/NE and above
Religion - Psychedelic Venus Church (CA)
Religion - Quakers (Friends)
  - Quakers - Friends for Lesbian and Gay Concerns see also Periodicals - same name
Religion - Radiant Light Ministries
Religion - Rajneesh
Religion - Revelations New Temple (NYC)
Religion - Saint Priapus Church (SF) see also Periodicals - same name
Religion - Seventh Day Adventists
  - Seventh Day Adventists - SDA Kinship
see also Periodicals - Connection and SDA Kinship Newsletter

Religion - Southern California Council on Religion and the Homophile (CA)
Religion - Spirituality (Misc.)
Religion - Tayu Order (CA) see also Periodicals - Ganymede
Religion - Unitarian Universalists
  - Unitarian Universalists - Unitarian Universalist Gay Caucus/Community for Lesbian/Gay Concerns
    see also Periodicals - UU Gay Caucus Newsletter, UU Gay World, Our Own Community Press
Religion - United Church of Christ
  - United Church of Christ - United Church Coalition for Lesbian/Gay Concerns (OH)
Religion - United Faith Affinitos Church of Chicago (IL)
Religion - United States Mission (CA)
Religion - Zen Buddhism
Religious Right see Religion - Christian, Homophobia - Christian

Resorts
  see California - Russian River, Massachusetts - Provincetown, New York - Fire Island and Florida - Key West and Travel
Retreats (Men's)
Retreats (Women's)
Rhode Island
Right to Privacy see Privacy
Rodeos see Sports
Roles see Sex Roles
Romania
S/M
  see also Fetishes, Leather, Sex and Sexuality, Sex Establishments, Sex Parties and Erotica "genre" especially for catalogs
Sadism see S/M
Sado-Masochism see S/M
Safe Sex see AIDS "genre"
Saunas see Baths
Scandals see appropriate country or state
Scotland see United Kingdom
Self-defense see also Bias Violence
Senegal
Separatism
Sex and Sexuality
  see also Asexuality, Baths, Bisexuality, Conferences, Dating and Dating Services, Masturbation, Nudism, Phone Sex, Public Sex, Prostitution, Sex Establishments, Sex Parties
Sex Clubs see Sex Establishments
Sex Crimes see also Crime, Kidnapping, Man-Boy Love, Rape
Sex Education
Sex Establishments see also Baths
Sex Parties (non-club events)
Sex Roles
Sex Therapy see Sex and Sexuality
Sex Toys see Erotica "genre"
Sex Workers see Prostitution
Sexism
Sexology see Sex and Sexuality
Sexual Fetishes see Fetishes, Leather, Piercing, Tattooing
Sexual Harassment
Sexual Orientation Discrimination see also Civil Rights and specific state and/or municipality
Sexuality see Sex and Sexuality
Sexually Transmitted Diseases see Health
Situational Homosexuality see Prison
Slang see Language
Socialism/Marxism see also Conferences - Powder Ridge
Sociobiology
Sociology
Sodomy
   see also Civil Rights - Federal, Discrimination (Misc.), Law, and specific state and/or municipality
South Africa
South Dakota
Soviet Union see U.S.S.R.
Spain see also IGIC Poster collection
Spirituality see Religion
Sports see also Gay Games, see also Individual files
Stereotypes see Dandies, Homosexuality, Identity, Lesbianism (Misc.), Sex Roles, etc.
Stonewall see Demonstrations - Stonewall
Students see Teachers, Youth
Substance Abuse see also Conferences - 10% of Those We Serve, Poppers
Suicide
Surveys see Questionnaires
Sweden see also Lesbian and Gay Pride
Tattooing
Tax Discrimination
Teachers see also Classes and Study Groups, Education, Lesbian and Gay Studies, Youth, etc.
Television (Misc.)
   - "An American Family"
   - Gay Cable Network (GCN)
   - "Gay Power, Gay Politics"
   - "In the Life"
   - "Marcus Welby"
   - "Our Time"
"Soap"

Tennessee
Texas see also Lesbian and Gay Pride
Theatre see also Individuals file for specific playwrights, directors, actors, etc.

- Misc. see also IGIC Poster collection
- Kabuki

Theatre i.e. specific theatres or theatrical groups or ensembles

- Blookips see also IGIC Poster collection
- Camerados Gay Theatre Project (NYC)
- Celebration (Los Angeles)
- Chelsea Gay Association Theatre Project
- see Organizational file - Chelsea Gay Association
- The Cockettes
- The Cycle Sluts
- Gay and Lesbian Playwrights (NYC)
- Gay and Lesbian Theatre Alliance in Los Angeles
- Gay Men's Theatre Collective (NYC)
- Gay Performances Company (NYC)
- Gay Sweatshop (London)
- Gay Theatre Alliance (NYC)
  - The Glines (NYC) see also IGIC Poster collection
- Gay American Art Festival (NYC 1980, 1981, 1986), see also IGIC Poster collection
- Hibiscus and the Screaming Violets
- Hot Peaches see also IGIC Poster collection
- Lionheart Gay Collective (Chicago)
- see also IGIC Poster Collection and Artifacts (Buttons)
- Long Island Lesbian Thespians (NY)
- Manhattan Lambda Productions (NYC)
- Meridian Gay Theatre (NYC) see also The Glines
- Pomo Afro Homos
- The Ridiculous Theatrical Company (NYC)
- San Francisco Mime Troupe
- Speak Its Name (Chicago)
- Split Britches (NYC) see also IGIC Poster collection
- Sticks & Stones (NYC)
- Stonewall Repertory Theatre (NYC)
- The Stonewall Theatre (NYC) see also IGIC Poster collection
- TOSOS (NYC) see also IGIC Poster collection
- Theatre Rhinoceros (SF)
- 3$ Bill (NYC)
- Village Playwrights (NYC)
- WOW (NYC)
- West Side Gay Theatre
  see Organizational file - West Side Discussion Group
Theatre (Productions)

see also Individual files for specific actors, directors or playwrights as these categories overlap considerably, see also Poster Collection for Misc. Theatre posters not listed below
- Misc. A-D see also IGIC Poster collection
- Misc. E-H
- Misc. I-M
- Misc. N-S
- Misc. T-Z
- Altar Boys
- And Jack Came Tumbling After
- Angels in America
- As Is see also Hoffman, William
- Bent see also Sherman, Martin
- Boy Meets Boy
- The Boys in the Band
- But Mostly It's Raining
- La Cage aux Folles
- A Chorus Line
- City Men
- Cloud Nine
- Coming Out! see also Katz, Jonathan
- Dennis
- Do You Still Believe the Rumor...
- The Dresser
- Edward II
- Elizabeth Rex
- Execution of Justice
- Fifth of July see also IGIC Poster collection
- Find Your Way Home
- Foreplay
- Fortune see also IGIC Poster collection
- Gay Company/Gay Company Revisited
- Gertrude Stein and a Companion
- Hot Rock Hotel
- I Died Yesterday
- If This Isn't Love
- In the Name of the Spirit
- In Trousers
- Inside Out
- Jerker see also Chesley, Robert
- Jerry's Girls
- Lemon Sky
- Let My People Come
- Lillian
- Lovers
- Manhattan Follies
- Naked Highway
- Nine
- The Normal Heart see also Kramer, Larry
- The Other Side of the Swamp
- The Paris Project
- Pink Satin Bombers
- A Prayer for My Daughter
- Revolution Rhinestone Ritual
- The Ritz see also McNally, Terence
- Sextet
- The Six O'Clock Boys
- Tallulah
- Ten Percent Revue
- Torch Song Trilogy see also Fierstein, Harvey
- Tubstrip
- Two Heads
- Uncommon Holidays
- Vampire Lesbians of Sodom
- Women Behind Bars

Therapy see Psychology, Sex and Sexuality
Transgender see Transsexualism, Transvestism, etc.
Transsexualism see also Morris, Jan and other individuals
Transvestism
  see also Drag, Imperial Courts, Music - La Gran Scena Opera, Passing Women,
  Transsexualism and Individual files

Travel
  see also Lesbian and Gay Guides, see also Retreats, Sports,  specific state or country
  (especially Fire Island (NY), Key West (FL), Provincetown (MA), Russian River (CA)

Turkey
U.S.S.R.
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics see U.S.S.R.
Unions (Labor)
United Kingdom see also Lesbian and Gay Pride
United Nations
United States see Central Intelligence Agency, Civil Rights (Federal), Federal Bureau of
  Investigation, or specific state
Universities see Academia
Utah
Vermont
Veterans see Military
Video see also Film, see also IGIC Poster collection
Vietnam
Violence
   see Bias Violence, Crime, Domestic Violence, Ku Klux Klan, Murder, Nonviolence, Sex Crimes, etc.
Virgin Islands (U.S.)
Virginia see also Conferences - Tidewater
Washington see also Lesbian and Gay Pride
Washington, D.C. see District of Columbia
West Virginia
Wigstock see Drag
Wisconsin see also Lesbian and Gay Pride
Women's Liberation Movement
Women's Studies see Classes and Study Groups, Women's Liberation
Work see Job Discrimination
Workshops
   see also Classes and Study Groups, Consciousness Raising, Psychology, Retreats, etc.
Writers and Writing see Conferences - Outwrite, Literature, Publishing and Individual files
Youth see also Education, Teachers, see also IGIC Poster collection
Zimbabwe